Does the panic attack activate the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenalin axis?
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ABSTRACT

A bibliographic search has been performed in MEDLINE using cortisol and panic as key-words, occurring in the title and/or in the abstract. Human studies were selected, with no time limit. The following publications were excluded: review articles, case reports, panic attacks in disorders other than panic disorder, and studies on changes that occurred in-between panic attacks. The results showed that real-life panic attacks as well as those induced by selective panicogenic agents such as lactate and carbon dioxide do not activate the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. Agonists of the colecystokinin receptor B, such as the colecystokinin-4 peptide and pentagastrin, increase stress hormones regardless of the occurrence of a panic attack and thus, seem to activate the HPA axis directly. The benzodiazepine antagonist flumazenil does not increase stress hormones, but this agent does not reliably induce panic attacks. Pharmacological agents that increased anxiety in both normal subjects and panic patients raised stress hormone levels; among them are the $\alpha_2$-adrenergic antagonist yohimbine, the serotonergic agents 1-(m-chlorophenyl)piperazine (mCPP) and fenfluramine, as well as the psychostimulant agent caffeine. Therefore, the panic attack does not seem to activate the HPA axis, in contrast to anticipatory anxiety.
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RESUMO

Realizou-se levantamento bibliográfico no indexador MEDLINE, através das palavras-chave "cortisol" e "panic", sem limite de tempo, restringindo-se a seres humanos e à localização das palavras-chave no título e no resumo. Foram excluídos artigos de revisão e relatos de caso, estudos sobre alterações ocorridas entre dois ataques, e os que tratavam de outras doenças psiquiátricas ou de sujeitos sadios, quando não comparados com pacientes de pânico. Os resultados mostraram que ataques de pânico naturais ou provocados pelos agentes panicogênicos seletivos, lactato de sódio e dióxido de carbono, não ativam o eixo hipotálamo-pituitária-adrenal (HPA). Agonistas do receptor de colecistocinina B elevam os hormônios de estresse, quer haja ataque de pânico ou não, parecendo ativar diretamente o eixo HPA. O antagonista benzodiazepínico flumazenil não eleva o nível dos hormônios de estresse, porém não induz ataques de pânico de modo consistente. Agentes farmacológicos que produzem ansiedade em pacientes de pânico e em voluntários saudáveis elevam o nível dos hormônios de estresse, entre estes o antagonista $\alpha_2$-adrenérgico loiomina, os agentes serotoninérgicos 1-(m-clorofenil) piperoxina (mCPP) e fenfluramina, bem como o agente psicostimulante cafeína. Portanto, o ataque de pânico não parece ativar o eixo HPA, ao contrário da ansiedade antecipatória.

_Palavras-chave:_ hormônios de estresse, ataque de pânico, ansiedade.

INTRODUCTION

Starting with Hans Selye's (1936) seminal work, a wealth of reported evidence established that different kinds of physical or psychological conditions that threaten the organism homeostasis elicit a stereotyped set of reactions named by Selye the "general adaptation syndrome". Most characteristic is the release of the adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) and corticoids (cortisone in the rat and cortisol in humans) into the blood stream as a result of activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. The stimuli or contexts that trigger the general adaptation syndrome have been named stressors and the organism response, the stress reaction. Acute stress also activates the sympathetic nervous system, including the adrenal medulla, as part of Walter Cannon's (1914) "emergency response". As a result, catecholamines are released both locally, in different tissues (noradrenaline) and in the blood circulation (mainly adrenaline).

Stressors may be physical, such as excessive heat or cold, tissue damage, etc., but may also be of psychological nature, among which stand those that bring about anxiety. Indeed, the results of a large number of studies have consistently shown that the sympathetic nervous system and the HPA axis are activated by either novelty or environmental cues that signal the withholding of an expected reward (frustration) or the delivery of punishment and therefore, generate anticipatory anxiety (Mason 1975).
For psychological stressors, the neural circuits mediating neuroendocrine responses involve cortical activation of the basolateral amygdala, which in turn activates the central nucleus of the amygdala. The central amygdala then activates hypothalamic neurons directly, indirectly through the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, and/or via circuits involving brainstem serotonergic and catecholaminergic neurons. Neurons of the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus secrete the corticotropic releasing hormone (CRH) into the portal circulation of the pituitary gland. Reaching the anterior pituitary, CRH stimulates ACTH-secreting cells that release ACTH into the bloodstream. ACTH acts on the adrenal cortex promoting cortisol secretion and release into the blood circulation. In addition to ACTH, prolactin is consistently released from the anterior pituitary in stressful situations. Although the primary function of this hormone is to promote lactation in pregnant females, it is also considered as a stress hormone (van de Kar and Blair 1999).

Stress hormones are adaptive in the short run, but become harmful if they are in excess or persist when no longer needed. As a consequence, they are likely to participate in the pathophysiology of several medical diseases as well as psychiatric disorders (McEwen 2000).

One of the most stressful anxiety disorders is panic disorder (PD), as classified by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM IV, APA 1994) and by the International Classification of Diseases (ICD 10, WHO 1992). The critical event of PD is the repeated occurrence of the panic attack (PA), which is a sudden and unexpected surge of extreme fear accompanied by major neurovegetative changes, which lasts for about 20 min. As a consequence, worry about having another attack becomes persistent, and avoidance of places where an attack would be embarrassing may gradually ensue. The extreme form of avoidance is known as agoraphobia, in which case the patient is afraid of leaving home unaccompanied, becoming incapacitated for most social requirements.

To have a PA is to undergo an overwhelming experience. The main symptoms of the PA are: fear of death or becoming crazy, sweating, palpitation or tachycardia, tremor, shortness of breath or asphyxia, thoracic pain, nausea or abdominal discomfort, de-realization or de-personalization, and cold or hot waves (APA 1994). Apparently, nothing could be more stressful. Yet, it is not certain whether the HPA axis is activated by the PA.

To help clarifying this issue, we have done a systematic survey of the literature about HPA activity in the PA, the results of which are presented in the following.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

A MEDLINE search has been made using the key-words cortisol and panic present in the title and/or the abstract, in human subjects only, and with no time limit. From the obtained abstracts, several publications were excluded on the basis of the following criteria: review articles, case reports, stress hormones measured during the quiescent period in-between attacks, disorders other than PD or healthy subjects not compared to PD patients. As a result, 50 articles were obtained. For discussion, some references outside the above criteria have been included.
REPORTED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The best way to answer the question of whether the PA activates the HPA axis or not would be to measure circulating stress hormones - cortisol, ACTH, prolactin - or salivary cortisol before and after a real-life PA. However, this task is very difficult to accomplish, since the occurrence of a spontaneous PA is unpredictable. In the only study found in the literature (Bandelow et al. 2000), the patients themselves were requested to collect samples of salivary cortisol, and an increase in cortisol was found. However, this result may reflect anticipatory anxiety, because the patients got prepared to collect the sample only when they felt a PA was going to happen. Indeed, the results of Bandelow et al. (2000) show that the cortisol level was already high at the beginning of the PA.

A way around this difficulty is to study PA that can be induced at will by exposing the patient to a phobic situation. With this procedure, Woods et al. (1987) reported no increase in plasma cortisol after a PA. A similar result has been reported by Cameron et al. (1987) in patients lying on their beds in a psychiatric ward since, paradoxically, relaxation and sleep favor the occurrence of PA (for a discussion, see Deakin and Graeff 1991 and Graeff 2004).

In summary, two out of three studies on real-life PA failed to show activation of HPA axis, while in the study that evidenced HPA activation this outcome may be due to anticipatory anxiety.

Because of the difficulty in exploring the real-life PA, it is no wonder that most reported studies on stress hormones made use of experimental PA. The PA can be induced in the laboratory by administering a variety of chemical substances ranging from sodium lactate to caffeine, or by inhalation of carbon dioxide at a higher concentration than in the atmosphere. The results of these investigations are presented in the following sections, divided according to the panic-inducing agent.

SODIUM LACTATE

Panic patients have higher circulating levels of lactic acid than healthy controls after exertion, a condition that often triggers PA. On this basis, Pitts and McClure (1967) conducted the first controlled study with sodium lactate infusion. They found that 13 out of 14 patients with anxiety neurosis (nowadays PD) had symptoms of an anxiety (panic) attack, while only 2 out of 10 healthy controls presented the same symptoms. All patients reported that the lactate-induced anxiety was similar to a real-life PA. The susceptibility of PD patients to lactate became well established by large-scale controlled studies that were performed with PD patients diagnosed on the basis of DSM III (APA 1980) criteria. The results of these studies have shown that lactate induced PA in 60-80% of panic patients as compared to 0-20% of healthy controls. They have further shown that lactate did not cause PA in patients with social anxiety disorder (SAD) and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), although some patients with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) were susceptible to lactate. Finally, pharmacological studies have evidenced that antidepressant treatment that
was effective in reducing PA rate in PD patients also decreased their vulnerability to lactate (for reviews, see Bourin et al. 1998, Griez and Schruers 1998). These data thoroughly validate lactate infusion as an experimental model of PA.

In our bibliographic search we found ten studies that used lactate infusion to study stress hormones in PA. All of them compared PD patients with healthy controls and used the same dose of sodium lactate - 10 ml/kg of a 0.5 M concentration solution given through the intra-venous route.

However, there were some procedural differences among the studies. In those by Liebowitz et al. (1985), Hollander et al. (1989) and Levin et al. (1987) a control injection of saline solution was lacking. In five studies, isotonic saline (Carr et al. 1986, Kellner et al. 1995, 1998, Seier et al. 1997, Coplan et al. 1998) was used. In another study (Peskind et al. 1998), hypertonic saline was added as control for a possible osmotic effect of the lactate solution; surprisingly, infusion of 25% sodium chloride solution induced as many PA as sodium lactate. In the study by Carr et al. (1986), there was an additional group of patients treated with the antipanic agent alprazolam. Finally, Targum (1992) compared lactate infusion and oral fenfluramine in 12 panic patients who responded positively to both challenges and 8 non-reactive controls.

In all these studies plasma cortisol was assayed as index of HPA functioning. In addition, ACTH was measured in four studies (Levin et al. 1987, Kellner et al. 1995, 1998, Peskind et al. 1998) and prolactin in two of them (Liebowitz et al. 1985, Carr et al. 1986). With the exception of the first study (Liebowitz et al. 1985), the same instrument (Acute Panic Inventory) was used to identify the PA.

In spite of these methodological differences, the results of these studies are very coherent. In general, stress hormones were not increased, independently of whether a PA occurred or not. As an exception, an increase in plasma prolactin has been recorded in two studies (Liebowitz et al. 1985, Carr et al. 1986). Also, a non-significant trend towards an increase in plasma cortisol after a PA has been reported by Liebowitz et al. (1985) and Hollander et al. (1989). Overall, these results indicate that the HPA axis is not activated by the lactate-induced PA. It is worth remarking that Coplan et al. (1998) reported a rise in cortisol in the period preceding lactate infusion in PD patients who had PA, thus in correlation with anticipatory anxiety.

Interestingly, the PA induced by hypertonic saline solution also did not increase stress hormones (Peskind et al. 1998), a finding that points to the importance of hypernatremia in the triggering of PA. Hypernatremia releases the atrial natriuretic hormone (ANH), a peptide produced by the mio-endocrine cells of the cardiac atrium, hypothalamus and locus coeruleus (LC). ANH inhibits HPA axis activation by CRH, preventing HPA activation during the PA induced by hypertonic saline solution (Kellner et al. 1992). Moreover, it has been reported that patients vulnerable to lactate have lower basal levels of ANH than those not having PA, but show a faster increase in ANH concentration after lactate infusion (Kellner et al. 1995, 1998, Seier et al. 1997). As a consequence, Kellner et al. (1998) have proposed that this sharp increase in ANH would explain why lactate-induced PA also does not activate the HPA axis. The same authors have further suggested that ANH could further impair HPA stimulation indirectly by inhibiting vasopressin release, since this peptide is known to enhance the CRH action on pituitary ACTH-secreting cells (Antoni 1993).
Finally, it is worth mentioning that Maddock et al. (1991) have shown that hyperventilation following glucose ingestion increased serum lactate in PD patients who panicked (7 out of 12) to a greater extent than in non-panicking patients (5) or healthy controls (12); the lactate response was significantly correlated with peak ratings of anxiety and panic symptoms, but not correlated with cortisol levels.

**CARBON DIOXIDE (CO\textsubscript{2})**

The panicogenic action of CO\textsubscript{2} inhalation in concentration higher than that normally present in the atmosphere was accidentally discovered by Gorman et al. (1984), while studying the effects of voluntary hyperventilation in panic patients. To compensate for the hyperventilation-induced alkalosis in a control group, these workers increased the concentration of CO\textsubscript{2} to 5% in the breathing air. Surprisingly, the hypercapnic mixture induced PA while hyperventilation, per se, was ineffective. This finding originated the 5% CO\textsubscript{2} challenge model of PA, which is the continuous breathing of air containing 5% of the gas for 10-20 min or to the point of panic. In most studies the gas mixture has been administrated through a breathing mask, although sometimes a canopy has been used.

Another CO\textsubscript{2} model of PA consists of a single vital-capacity inhalation of a mixture containing 35% CO\textsubscript{2} and 65% oxygen. This model also started with an unexpected observation made by van den Hout and Griez (1984). Based on previous claims associating hyperventilation and the consequent alkalosis with anxiety, the procedure was expected to reduce anxiety. Instead, symptoms similar to a PA appeared within seconds from CO\textsubscript{2} inhalation and lasted for 30-60 sec.

Although there is large variation in the reported results, probably due to methodological differences, such as in mode of gas administration, diagnostic criteria for panic and psychometric instruments, they consistently show that PD patients are more vulnerable to the CO\textsubscript{2} challenge than healthy controls as well as patients with GAD, OCD, SAD and animal phobia patients. The exception is situational phobia, a condition which is known to consistently induce PA (see above). Reported results have additionally shown that the sensitivity of PD patients to CO\textsubscript{2} is attenuated by antipanic drug treatment (for a review, see Griez and Schruers 1998). Therefore, CO\textsubscript{2} inhalation meets the criteria for a reliable experimental model of PA.

The similarities between lactate and CO\textsubscript{2}-induced PA led to the hypothesis that both challenges have a common mechanism of action. In this regard, Klein (1993) has suggested that the two panicogens cause intraneuronal hypercapnia in brain areas that are stimulated by CO\textsubscript{2} during suffocation, the sensitivity of such suffocation alarm system being abnormally heightened in PD patients.

We found four studies on the HPA axis and PA with CO\textsubscript{2} being used as a panicogenic agent. In three of them (Woods et al. 1988, Sasaki et al. 1996, Sinha et al. 1999) the 5% CO\textsubscript{2} challenge was used, while in the fourth (van Duinen et al. 2004) single inhalation of 35% CO\textsubscript{2} was employed. Woods et al. (1988) and Sinha et al. (1999) used a canopy to administer two CO\textsubscript{2} concentrations, 5 and 7.5% in the first one, and 5 and 7% in the second study. Sasaki et al. (1996) used only the 5% CO\textsubscript{2}.
concentration administered through a breathing mask. In all cases plasma cortisol was assayed as index of HPA functioning.

The results of the three studies with the 5% CO₂ challenge consistently show that no significant increase in cortisol was observed after the PA. Actually, in the study by Sinha et al. (1999) there was a significant decrease in plasma cortisol in PD patients that had a PA, as compared to both healthy controls and patients who did not panic with CO₂, while a non-significant trend towards a cortisol increase was detected by Woods et al. (1988) following the PA. The last authors also measured plasma prolactin, and found no increase after the PA.

A recent study conducted by van Duinen et al. (2004) has been explicitly designed to test the hypothesis of whether CO₂-induced PA activates the HPA axis. A 35% CO₂ challenge was applied to 23 PD patients and 20 healthy controls, and salivary cortisol was measured before and after the challenge. Although the increase in anxiety indices determined by CO₂ inhalation was far more pronounced in patients than in controls, in neither group salivary cortisol was significantly increased.

Altogether, the reported results indicate that the PA induced by CO₂ inhalation does not activate the HPA axis. Nevertheless, a study carried out in healthy volunteers reported that a single inhalation of 35% CO₂ increased blood pressure and subjective fear, and activated the HPA axis (Bailey et al. 2003).

COLECYSTOKININ AGONISTS

Based on preclinical evidence indicating that the neuropeptide colecystokinin (CCK) played a role in anxiety, a pilot study has been conducted in panic patients with the tetrapeptide CCK-4, which readily crosses the blood-brain barrier (Bradwejn et al. 1990). All 11 patients that participated in the investigation panicked after the IV injection of 50 µg of CCK-4, and none did so after placebo. The patients reported that the chemically-induced PA was similar to the real-life PA, except that they were more abrupt. They also resembled the PA induced by single inhalation of 35% CO₂ more than that induced by flumazenil. Although CCK-4 can induce a PA in healthy volunteers, PD patients are more susceptible to the panicogen; reported panic rates caused by 25 and 50 µg of CCK-4 were 91 and 100%, respectively in PD patients as compared to 17 and 47% in healthy volunteers (Bradwejn et al. 1991). The effect of CCK-4 is also antagonized by selective CCK-B antagonists, indicating that this type of CCK receptor mediates the panicogenic action of CCK-4. Further validating the CCK model of PA, it has been reported that pre-treatment with antipanic drugs, such as imipramine and fluoxetine antagonize CCK-4-induced PA (for a review, see Bourin et al. 1998). An interaction between CCK and BZD is indicated by reported results showing that vigabatrin, an inhibitor of the GABA-transaminase enzyme that metabolizes GABA as well as the BZD agonist and antipanic agent alprazolam attenuate the CCK-4-induced PA (Zwanzger et al. 2001, 2003). Overall, these results place CCK-4 at a high rank as a panicogenic agent.

Another CCK-B agonist, pentagastrin is less potent than CCK-4, but also induces PA (Abelson and Nesse 1990). Patients with PD are more susceptible to pentagastrin
than healthy controls, the PA rate being proportional to the dose administered (van Megen et al. 1994).

We have found twelve articles investigating the HPA axis following CCK-B agonists, of which eight were with CCK-4 and four with pentagastrin. Despite differences in dosage (20-100 µg, 50 µg being used in five studies) stress hormones (ACTH, cortisol or prolactin) increased after CCK-4, regardless of the subject experiencing a PA or not (Kellner et al. 1997, van Megen et al. 1997, Shlik et al. 1997, Flint et al. 2000, Strohle et al. 2000, Zwanzger et al. 2001, 2003). As an exception, however, van Megen et al. (1996) have reported no increase in either prolactin or cortisol in 12 PD patients after administration of 25 e 50 µg of CCK-4, the panic rates being 44% and 71%, respectively. It is also worth remarking that Strohle et al. (2000) have described dissociation between ACTH and cortisol, only the former being elevated by CCK-4; larger ACTH increases occurred in those subjects who panicked.

Increases in ACTH and cortisol have also been reported following pentagastrin administration (Abelson et al. 1994, McCann et al. 1997, Khan et al. 2004). In contrast, the results of the study by van Megen et al. (1994), in which a range of doses from 0.1-0.6 µg of pentagastrin was administered, have shown a plasma cortisol reduction in both PD patients and normal controls, despite a panic rate of 55% being observed in the PD patients.

Since CCK-B agonists generally increase stress hormones regardless of the occurrence of a PA or not, it is likely that HPA activation represents a pharmacological action independent of the panic-provoking mechanism.

**FLUMAZENIL**

Benzodiazepine anxiolytics such as diazepam have been widely used to treat GAD during the 1970s and early 1980s. Research on their mechanism of action led to the identification of benzodiazepine receptors (BZR) in neuronal membranes, which modulate the action of the most ubiquitous inhibitory neurotransmitter γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA). Benzodiazepine anxiolytics acted as BZR agonists, since they increase the affinity of GABA for GABA\(_A\) receptors, thereby intensifying the neurotransmitter action. In contrast, there are pharmacological agents that also bind to BZR, but decrease GABA affinity for the GABA\(_A\) receptor site, thus reducing the inhibitory action of the neurotransmitter. These agents have pharmacological effects that are opposite to those of the BZR agonists, that is, they enhance anxiety, decrease sleep and facilitate convulsions. For this reason, they have been named BZD inverse agonists. Flumazenil stands in a third category, since in spite of binding with high affinity to the BZR, the drug neither enhances nor weakens the action of GABA on GABA\(_A\) receptors. As a result, flumazenil is generally ineffective when given alone, but antagonizes the effects of either BZR agonists or antagonists when previously administered and, thus, is classified as a BZR antagonist. Nevertheless, there are experimental conditions where flumazenil causes either an anxiolytic or an anxiogenic effect of its own. This phenomenon has been attributed to the interaction of flumazenil with an excess of endogenous BZR ligands or with altered BZD receptors, both changes being dependent on the degree of environmental stress (for a review, see Haefely and Hunkeler 1988).
With such preclinical profile, it was expected that flumazenil would neither enhance nor reduce anxiety in humans, at least in non-stressful conditions. This proved to be true in healthy volunteers and in several anxiety disorder patients. However, a large proportion of PD patients presented a PA following flumazenil administration (Nutt et al. 1990, Woods et al. 1991). This finding led to the supposition that PD patients had a shift in the BZR "set point" toward an inverse agonist action of flumazenil (Nutt et al. 1990). This hypothesis spurred the use of flumazenil as an experimental tool for the study of PA.

We have found three articles reporting the effect of flumazenil on stress hormones. In the first one, conducted by Woods et al. (1991) two doses of flumazenil, 200 and 600 mg were orally administered to the same patient at a one-week interval. This was preceded by one week of placebo plus psychotherapy treatment and 3 weekly sessions with placebo challenge. The PA was evaluated by two psychometric scales and three physiological measures: blood pressure, heart rate and electrocardiogram. Two hormonal assays were conducted, one for catecholamine metabolite methylhydroxy-phenyl-glycol (MHPG), and the other for cortisol. The obtained results have shown that the lowest dose of flumazenil increased anticipatory anxiety and produced a PA in 4 out of 10 panic patients. However, the dose of 600 mg was ineffective. In spite of this difference, no change in plasma cortisol occurred with either dose.

In the studies by Strohle et al. (1998, 1999) an IV bolus injection of 2 mg of flumazenil (in 20 ml saline injected within 1 min) was given to PD patients and normal controls. No increase in either plasma cortisol or ACTH was found, not even in PD disorder patients that were sensitive to lactate. However, neither a PA nor an increase in anxiety were induced by flumazenil in either controls or PD patients, in disagreement with Nutt et al. (1990) and Woods et al. (1991) reports. These results weaken the status of flumazenil as a selective panicogen.

**YOHIMBINE**

Preclinical results have shown that stimulation of the LC induces anxiety-like behavior in monkeys. The LC is a brain stem nucleus that concentrates the cell bodies of noradrenaline (NA)-containing neurons, of which nerve fibers project to the forebrain. These findings have inspired theories about the role of NA in anxiety disorders, among which PD. To test these theories, drugs that block $\alpha_2$-adrenergic receptors have been used to stimulate ascending noradrenergic neurons in both laboratory animals and humans, since the firing rate of LC neurons is inhibited by such receptors. The most widely used is the alkaloid yohimbine. As expected, IV administration of this drug has been shown to induce a burst of anxiety peaking within 5 min from the end of the infusion, with symptoms resembling a PA. Patients with PD proved to be more sensitive to yohimbine than healthy controls as well as patients diagnosed with GAD or OCD. In addition, the anxiogenic effect of yohimbine is reduced by antipanic drug treatment (for a review, see Charney et al. 1987a). In spite of this suggestive evidence, the status of yohimbine as a selective model of PA has been questioned (see, e.g., Griez and Schruers 1998). It is likely that yohimbine is an anxiety-inducing rather than a panicogenic agent, PD patients being generally more sensitive to interoceptive changes than healthy subjects.
We have found in the literature three studies on yohimbine and stress hormones. The same procedure was used in both cases: 20 mg or the drug or placebo given orally to PD patients and normal controls in experimental sessions held one week apart, psychological and physiological measures, including plasma cortisol, being taken to assess the pharmacological effects. The obtained results have consistently shown an increase in anxiety and in cortisol, indicating HPA axis activation (Charney et al. 1987a, Albus et al. 1992, Gurguis et al. 1997). Nevertheless, only in the first study changes identified as a PA occurred after yohimbine, 54% in PD patients and 5% in controls, respectively (Charney et al. 1987a).

SEROTONINERGIC AGENTS

The effectiveness of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) in the treatment of PD highlights the importance of serotonin (5-HT) in this disorder (Graeff 1997). An early view postulated that 5-HT \textsubscript{2} receptors would be supersensitive in PD. To test this hypothesis, drugs that stimulate 5-HT \textsubscript{2} receptors either directly (direct agonists) or through endogenous 5-HT (indirect agonists) have been used. Among the direct agonists stands 1-(m-chlorophenyl) piperazine (mCPP). This compound binds to several 5-HT \textsubscript{1} and 5-HT \textsubscript{2} receptors, but has preferential affinity for the 5-HT \textsubscript{2C} subtype (Charney et al. 1987b). However, the 5-HT \textsubscript{2} receptor supersensitivity hypothesis of PD has not been supported by the results of clinical trials in which the 5-HT \textsubscript{2} antagonist ritanserin was assayed in PD patients. Contrary to the expectations, the drug treatment not only failed to improve the patients' symptoms, but tended to aggravate them (Graeff 1997). Indeed, these results together with a wealth of preclinical and human experimental results constituted the data basis for the alternative view that ascribes to 5-HT \textsubscript{1} and 5-HT \textsubscript{2} receptors localized in the midbrain periaqueductal gray an inhibitory action on the PA. In turn, stimulation of 5-HT \textsubscript{2} receptors placed in the amygdala and other forebrain structures would enhance anticipatory anxiety (Deakin and Graeff 1991, Graeff 2004). Within this perspective, mCPP would be an anxiogenic, rather than a panicogenic agent.

Eight articles on mCPP and stress hormones have been found. In six of them, the intravenous route was used in all cases, but there was a wide range of doses, from 0.05 to 0.5 mg/kg, given through either a rapid injection or an infusion made along several minutes. In addition to psychometric measures, plasma cortisol and, in five cases, plasma prolactin as well have been measured. In spite of these differences, the results have concurred in showing an increase of stress hormones after mCPP (Charney et al. 1987b, Kahn et al. 1988, Klein et al. 1991, Germine et al. 1994, Wetzler et al. 1996, Benjamin et al. 1997). In the remaining two studies the oral route was used. Asnis et al. (1992) gave 0.25 mg/kg mCPP to normal controls as well as patients with PD and major depression, and in the three groups plasma cortisol was similarly increased. The only negative result was reported by Broocks et al. (2000), after 0.4 mg/kg of mCPP, PO; despite the fact that 55% of PD patients presented attacks versus none in controls, no significant increase in cortisol, ACTH or prolactin occurred in either group, although there was a trend to a cortisol increase in panic patients.

Another serotonergic tool that has been used in panic patients is fenfluramine. This drug promotes the release of 5-HT from nerve endings and inhibits its reuptake across the neuronal membrane. As a result, the post-synaptic concentration of 5-HT
is increased, resulting in overstimulation of the neighbouring receptors (Graeff
1997). Therefore, fenfluramine acts as an indirect 5-HT agonist. The results of
controlled assays have shown that fenfluramine is anxiogenic in PD patients, but the
kind of anxiety it produces resembles a wave of anticipatory anxiety rather than a PA
(Targum and Marshall 1989). In addition, chronic administration of fenfluramine has
been shown to ameliorate PD (Solyom 1994, Hetem 1995). A stringent test of
whether fenfluramine is an anxiogenic or a panicogenic agent has been performed by
Mortimore and Anderson (2000). They administered the drug before a CO₂ challenge
in PD patients and found that the panic symptoms were attenuated whereas
anticipatory anxiety occurring before the challenge was augmented. This evidence
questions the validity of the fenfluramine challenge as a panic model. Instead, the
drug appears to enhance anticipatory anxiety.

Four studies have been performed in which the action of fenfluramine on the HPA
axis was assessed. The two earlier studies included patients with a diagnosis of
major depressive disorder in addition to PD patients and normal controls; 60 mg of
fenfluramine, PO, were taken and both plasma cortisol and prolactin were measured,
besides the application of an anxiety rating scale. The obtained results have shown
an increase of anxiety, cortisol and prolactin after the fenfluramine challenge
compared 12 PD patients with 8 normal controls in regard to their response to orally
administered fenfluramine. Only in the patients, an anxiogenic response was
observed. Patients also showed a greater increase in plasma cortisol than controls; in
contrast there was no difference between groups as to the cortisol response to
lactate. The conclusion was drawn that these challenges stimulate different
neurobiological mechanisms and that the fenfluramine-precipitated anxiety is more
akin to anticipatory or generalized anxiety than to the true panic attack.

Nevertheless, the results of a similar study by Judd et al. (1994) have shown no
significant difference between PD patients and controls in both the cortisol and
prolactin responses to fenfluramine.

An additional way to increase the action of endogenous 5-HT is to increase its
biosynthesis by administering the precursor 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP). However,
this method is not very selective, since 5-HTP is also uptaken by noradrenergic
neurons where it promotes NA release (Graeff 1997).

In this survey, four reported studies with 5-HTP were found. In two of them 60 mg of
L-5-HTP have been infused into the vein for 30 min and plasma cortisol was
measured to assess HPA functioning (Westenberg and den Boer 1989, den Boer and
Westenberg 1990). In both studies cortisol was increased, in spite of the subjects
reporting no change in anxiety. In the third study, 200 mg of same drug were orally
administered, and salivary cortisol was assayed (Schruers et al. 2002). A similar
increase in cortisol was observed after 5-HTP ingestion in both PD patients and
controls, testifying against the 5-HT receptor supersensitivity hypothesis of PD
mentioned above. Lower doses of 5-HTP (10-40 mg, IV) have been used by Van Vliet
et al. (1996) that did not increase anxiety or induce PA in either PD patients or
normal controls; the highest dose caused an increase in plasma cortisol that was
higher in patients than in controls only at 30 min after the drug infusion.

In synthesis, the above evidence consistently shows that stimulation of 5-HT
receptors, either directly or indirectly, activates the HPA axis. However this happens
in both healthy subjects and PD patients, and regardless of whether anxiety or a PA

occurs. Therefore, HPA activation seems to be to a direct effect of these drugs on the HPA axis, independent of behavioral change.

CAFFEINE

Caffeine is a widely used psychostimulant agent, and it is well known that high doses of the drug increase anxiety and impair sleep. Charney et al. (1985) have shown that PD patients are more susceptible to the alkaloid than normal controls, 71% of the patients presenting a PA following the injection of 10 mg/kg of caffeine citrate. The results of this study have further shown that caffeine increased plasma cortisol in patients as well as in normal controls. In another study carried out in PD patients, Klein et al. (1991) reported that 0.5 mg/kg m-CPP and 480 mg caffeine had significantly greater anxiogenic and panic-inducing effects than placebo and produced equivalent increases in plasma cortisol, but only m-CPP increased plasma prolactin.

CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

The results on the effect of panicogenic agents on HPA functioning reviewed above are summarized in Table I.
In view of evidence discussed above, the following conclusions may be drawn:

1. The results of two out of three reported studies on real-life PA (not presented in Table I) have shown no change in HPA function. The HPA activation found in the remaining study may be due to the anticipatory anxiety generated by the procedure of collecting salivary samples for assaying cortisol.

2. The most selective panicogenic agents, sodium lactate and CO$_2$ did not activate the HPA axis.

3. CCKfB receptor agonists fulfill most of the criteria for a selective panicogen, but increased stress hormones. However, their action on the HPA axis seems to be independent from the panic-inducing mechanism.

4. The benzodiazepine receptor antagonist flumazenil does not activate the HPA axis. Nevertheless, flumazenil does not reliably induce panic attacks in PD patients.

5. The remaining agents listed in Table I - the $\alpha_2$ antagonist yohimbine, the serotonergic agents mCPP and fenfluramine, as well as the psychostimulant caffeine - consistently activate the HPA axis. However, these agents induce anxiety in both PD patients and normal controls, although the former are more susceptible than the latter. Therefore, they are nonselective panicogenic agents. The 5-HT synthesis precursor, 5-HTP, also activates the HPA axis, but does not induce anxiety in either PD patients or controls.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panicogenic agent</th>
<th>Number of studies</th>
<th>HPA axis activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lactate</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCK-4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCK-4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentagastrin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flumazenil</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yohimbine</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mCPP</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fenfluramine</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caffeine</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Activation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Briefly, the available evidence indicates that the PA that occurs in real-life situations or is triggered by selective panicogens does not activate the HPA axis. In contrast, nonselective agents that induce anticipatory anxiety rather than a true PA increase the release of stress hormones.

This conclusion is supported by the results of two studies that used experimental models related to panic. The first one has been conducted in our laboratory with an experimental procedure designed to induce anxiety in human subjects, the Simulated Public Speaking (SPS) test. In this procedure, the subject is requested to prepare a speech and then speak in front of a videocamera, his/her performance being recorded on videotape. At different stages of the experimental session, the subject fills self-evaluation rating scales that measure anxiety and other subjective states. In addition, physiological measures, such as heart rate, blood pressure and electrical skin conductance may be recorded (McNair et al. 1982, Guimarães et al. 1987). Epidemiological as well as pharmacological evidence reviewed elsewhere (Graeff et al. 2003, Graeff 2004) led to the hypothesis that SPS mobilizes the same neural networks that are involved in the PA. In particular, the periaqueductal gray matter (PAG) of the midbrain, which is critical for integrating defensive reactions to proximal threat, has been implicated in PD.

If the brain mechanisms involved in SPS and in the PA were the same, and the PA does not activate the HPA axis, SPS should not increase cortisol. To test this prediction, Garcia-Leal et al. (2004) have assayed salivary cortisol in three groups of subjects before and after SPS. The first group consisted of 18 symptomatic panic patients, the second of 16 non-symptomatic patients under drug treatment, and the third of 17 healthy controls. The obtained results have shown that the level of cortisol was high at the beginning of the experimental session, correlating with the rise in anticipatory anxiety that the subject presents as a function of the novelty and potential risk of the experimental situation. The cortisol level decreased along the next 70 min, as the subject became adapted to the experimental situation, and the anxiety index declined. Preparation and performance of speech raised the anxiety score to the initial level or above, but failed to increase salivary cortisol during the 60-min period that followed the speech in the three experimental groups. The last result indicates that SPS does not activate the HPA axis in the same way as the PA.

The second is a study with electrical stimulation of the rat PAG, which has been conducted at Luiz Schenberg’s laboratory, in Vitória, ES, Brazil. The dorsal PAG stimulation elicits defensive reactions, like running and jumping that have been related to panic (Schenberg et al. 2001). In spite of its marked aversive properties, PAG stimulation did not increase plasma levels of the stress hormones ACTH and prolactin (Vargas et al. 2001).

From a wider perspective, the reviewed evidence indicating that the PA does not activate the HPA axis, in contrast to anticipatory anxiety, supports hypotheses that conceptualize anxiety and panic as distinct emotional states controlled by specific neurobiological mechanisms. In this regard, Deakin and Graeff (1991) have distinguished anticipatory anxiety in response to conditioned aversive stimuli from the panic-like reactions (freezing, fleeing or fighting) to pain, asphyxia or proximal danger stimuli. The anatomical basis of anticipatory anxiety would be the septo-hippocampal system, the amygdala and prefrontal cortical areas, whereas panic would be integrated by a longitudinally-organized system comprising the amygdala, medial hypothalamus and mesencephalic PAG (for a critical discussion, see
McNaughton and Corr 2004). In terms of the stress concept, it may be said that anticipatory anxiety constitutes the psychological counterpart of Selye's "general adaptation syndrome" (Selye 1936), whereas the PA would engage the same brain mechanisms that command Cannon's "emergency response" (Cannon 1914). The first process activates the HPA axis releasing corticoid hormones, whereas the second stimulates the sympathetic division of neurovegetative nervous system, thus releasing catecholamines.
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